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From the Editor 
 

The best work from Poly Photographers for  
2016 is our main feature for this month. The 
pictures are those that were chosen by a panel of 
three judges, from our members’ selections from 
their accepted monthly entries. After viewing all 
your submitted images and the winners at our 
Awards Luncheon last week-end, I can only say 
that you should all be proud of what you have 
accomplished. The show was really impressive.  

That said, we’re sorry this issue is a little late. 
We wanted to be able to show you 
all the winners this month before it 
got to be “old news.” Because of 
the short lead time, it took us a 
little longer to get our act together, 
but we were finally able to get it 
done. 

 
Last month, I encouraged you 

to “take more pictures” as a step in 
your growth toward creating even 
better and more artistic images. 
Poly is trying to do its part to help 
us improve in the coming year by offering work-
shops and seminars; and field trips to new places; 
and competitions with constructive feedback. But 
none of that will work without your willing 
participation. So take advantage of Poly’s 
opportunities, but even with all that, don’t forget 
to – “take more pictures.” Just so you know, 
that’s one of my own main goals for the coming 
year too.  

That thought last month was prompted by a 
quote from Joe McNally’s book. But as I got 

farther into his discussion of this subject, I 
realized that there was a “Part 2” of the idea 
about the benefits of taking more pictures. Read 
the new quote in the box. 

It emphasizes that even when we have a plan, 
and go and find a subject to execute that plan, we 
still need to “take more pictures.”   

I don’t mean our usual “variations on the 
theme” of the picture idea we set out to photo-
graph. You know, the kinds of things we usually 

do – show the right side, show 
the left side,  low angle, high 
angle, subject sitting, subject 
standing, other positions, move 
to the left, move to the right, 
vertical format, horizontal 
format, close-up, wide angle, 
negative space, background 
character, different light 
directions, etc, etc, etc. I mean 
when you’re done with your 
project/assignment/inspiration, 
turn around and look behind 

you (or all around you).  
You might be standing in a beautiful/interes-

ting/photogenic/wonderful place, with opportu-
nities for images that you didn’t even think about 
when you arrived, when you were focussed on 
your planned creation. Now is the time to take 
adventage of those opportunities too. Not only 
will that give you the practice inherent in taking 
more and improving images, but it’s an exercise 
in seeing – seeing the new possibilities and 
viewpoints.  

 
 
 
 
 
Quote of the Month 
 
“Ask yourself, ‘Why am I seeing and feeling this? How am I growing? What am I learning?’ Remember: 
Every coincidence is potentially meaningful. How high your awareness level is determines how much 
meaning you get from your world. Photography can teach you to improve your awareness level.”  

– Ansel Adams

“I can’t tell you how many 
pictures I’ve missed, 
ignored, trampled, or other-
wise lost just ‘cause I’ve 
been so hell bent on getting 
the shot I think I want.”  
by Joe McNally - From his 
book: “The Moment It Clicks: 
Photography secrets from one 
of the world's top shooters” 
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Musings from the President 
 

 
Last month, I wrote about Susan Coppock’s 

presentation on “Getting Inspired” - but it didn’t 
help me get inspired.  In this month’s Outdoor 
Photographer, an article caught my attention –
“Abstraction in the Landscape” by Justin Black.  
That got my attention.  Abstracts are fun!  Now 
I’m beginning to get inspired.  In the first 
paragraph, Black states, “It’s time to consider 
whether the world needs any more iterations of 
the famous, done-to-death, iconic, “big 
landscape” compositions. (How many times 
have we heard judges say, “I’ve seen hundreds 
of these.”) 

There seems to be agreement that an abstract 
image does not need to be unrecognizable.  It 
can be representational.  The actual identity of 
the image is not important – the aesthetics are. 

According to Black, a well-done abstract 
image is “perhaps the purest demonstration of a 
photographer’s original vision.”  Black (and 
others I found on the internet) state that abstract 
photography needs essential elements such as 
color, tone, line, form and texture.  Photo-
grapher Ron Bigelowe adds that “Curves add 
interest to an abstract image. They do this by 
controlling the movement of the viewer's eyes 
through an image.”  Curves can lead the eye to a 
central place – or, at least, allow the eye to 
finally rest on a particular spot in the image.   

Long exposures of clouds or water can give 
beautiful, smooth-flowing lines to an image.  
Black suggests using very long exposures of 30 
seconds or more that will provide a “clean 
negative space against which other forms can be 
arranged”.  Also, zooming the lens, creating a 
horizontal blur shooting from a moving vehicle, 
or panning up and down (especially for trees) 
can result in interesting, pleasing effects. 

Try converting a color abstract to 
monochrome.  The results can be dramatic.  
Removing color brings out textures and lines 
that may not have been noticed before. 

Go online to check out Georgia O’Keefe’s 
paintings of abstract flowers.  You may find 
them much more compelling than realistic 
renderings.  Abstracts tend to have more of an 
emotional than logical appeal to the viewer. 

Photographer Ron Bigelow has a website in 
which he explains, in detail and with examples, 
how to create abstract photography.  It’s a great 
start if you wish to explore this aspect of 
photography. 

http://ronbigelow.com/articles/abstract-
photography/abstract-photography.html 

I’ve been inspired to do more abstract 
photography and hope you’ll give it a try, too. 

 
Happy (Abstract) Shooting! 
-dee 
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Best Pictures from Poly Competitions – 2016 
   
First Place – Open 
 “Exploding Milkweed Seedpod” 
by Marietta Baginsky 
(Full-size image on the cover) 
. 
 
 
 
 

 Second Place – Open 
“Under the Red Umprella” 
by Michelle McCain  
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Third Place – Open 
 “Dewdrops Transformed” 
by Dorothy Mildice 
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Most Creative – Open 
 “The Girl with the Small 
Parasol” 
by Michele McCain 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Best Nature – Open 
“Weeping Rock, Zion 
National Park” 
by Rick Wiley  
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First Place Project   
(Rim Light) 
“Lonely Soul” 
By Jeff Booher 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Second Place Project  
(Unusual Sign or Graffiti) 
“Pokez Grunge” 
By Alan Haynes 
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This and That 
By Clark Winsor 
 
Technology and time always bring change.  

Almost every Poly member who owns a 
computer with a “Windows” operating system, 
is either using or will use a computer with the 
new “Windows 10” operating system.  
Windows 10 offers the some powerful, yet 
easy-to-use photographic and photo-editing 
tools.  This month we’ll highlight some of 
these post-processing tools.  
 
“Cropping Pictures” 

The Crop-tool allows cropping, to save the 
portion of the photo you want to keep. 

In the “Photos” app, select a photo and 
open it. Right click the open photo to reveal the 
App commands.  Select the “Edit” icon, then 
select “Crop” from the functions menu.  Drag 
the circular point of the cropping frame to 
adjust the cropping area, or select the “Aspect 
Ratio” icon to choose from pre-set crop sizes.  
Select the “Apply” icon to apply the crop, then 
select the “Save a copy” icon to save your 
cropped copy. 

Here are a few more edits you can make 
once you’re in the app command icon.  From 
the “Edit” icon, select “Light” from the 
function menu.  Press and hold “Brightness” 
from the tools menu.  Moving either the cursor, 
or your finger in a circular motion to increase 
and decrease the brightness.  “Contrast, 
Highlights, and Shadows” tools are available 
and work the same way.    

“Using the color features”  
From the edit icon select “Color.”  Press 

and hold “Temperature” from the tools menu.  
Again, use either your finger or cursor, and 
while holding the “Temperature button,” move 
in a circular motion to increase or decrease the 
color.  Repeat these steps to change “Tint,” 
and/or “Saturation.”  There is also a “Color 
Boost” dial.   

 
All the edits are reversible.  You can also 

compare the before and after image by using 
the “Compare” icon.  And of course, there is an 
“Undo” icon too.   

 
If all that wasn’t enough, there is also a 

“Quick Adjustment” group of commands.  
There are filters for color, exposure, and  

black & white options.   
 
Using “Photo-fuse,” will allow you to 

create composites.  There is the “Create” tab, 
from which you can create Panoramas.  “Photo 
Gallery” will stitch photos together and provide 
a dialog box to name and save the file.   

 
For now, I’m hooked on PS, but who 

knows what the future will bring. 
 

Talk to you next month,  
Clark
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Programs and Coming Events 
Josi Ross  & Barbara Fletcher 

 

March 4 - Competition 
PROJECT – “Black & White 
Docummentary”  

Our judge for this month will be Larry 
Vogel. Here’s a little about him. 

Larry has been involved in photography 
since 1976, and in recent years has become a 
multi-talented artist using several mediums to 
pursue and express his creative explorations, 
including, photography, ceramics, painting and 
sculpture.  

He has exhibited his work since 1979 and 
continues to exhibit nationally and inter-
nationally, including exhibitions at The Ansel 
Adams Gallery in Yosemite, the Susan Spiritus 
Gallery in Newport Beach, and the Africus, 
Johannesburg Biennale. Vogel’s work can be 
found in numerous private and corporate 
collections. He was awarded a photographic 
scholarship from The Friends of Photography 
for the Ansel Adams Photography Workshops 
in 1983, which he was fortunate to be able to 
attend. It turned out that it was the last of the 
workshops that Ansel Adams, was alive to 
teach. 

Larry Vogel is a co-founder, and current 
director of The Photographers’ Exchange, a 
membership group dedicated to fine art 
photography, which has held monthly meetings 
for members since 1990.  

Larry has continued to evolve as a creative 
artist. He has created several bodies of work, 
some traditional in concept and technique, 
while others are very experimental and  
abstract in technique and vision. Because of his 
evolving approach, neither he, nor his works 
can be successfully categorized or pigeonholed, 
which he finds refreshing and liberating.  

Unlike many of his contemporaries, Larry 
has embraced modern technology; using 
multiple post-processing techniques and state-
of-the-art, digitally produced images. 

 
 

March 19  – Table-top Magic,  
at the PAB, with Rick Wiley 

Rick Wiley’s images are awe-inspiring and 
his excellent table-top workshops are very 
popular. Bring your camera, macro lens if you 
have one and a tripod. Rick will have many 
stations for shooting. Spend the morning 
capturing unique and fun images.  
 
A preview so you can plan ahead. 
April 29 to 30 – Poly Field Trip to 
Pasadena, with Judy Olesen and   
Josi Ross 
Here’s what we have planned so far: 
Saturday morning: 

Depart San Diego in private cars, (Car 
pooling is advised and encouraged! Time is to 
be decided.) 

Arrive at Huntington Gardens in San 
Marino mid-morning. Shoot in the gardens 
until 3:00 PM. Drive to Pasadena. Check in at 
hotel. (Sharing rooms encouraged.) 

Walk and shoot thru Old Town Pasadena. 
Dinner in Old Town.  Night shoot in Old 
Town: people, old buildings, architecture. The 
buildings are all lit up very nicely at night and 
provide plenty of photo ops. 

 
Sunday morning: 

Shoot in Wrigley Mansion Gardens (roses), 
which is a short walk from Old Town. 

More walking and shooting in Old Town: 
Public Art, people, street scenes 

Lunch in Old Town. 
Check out of hotel and depart Pasadena by 

3:00 PM. 
 

Optional:  
Some people may want to stay over Sunday 

night.  There are a lot more things to do if you 
choose this option.  Some ideas for Monday 
and late afternoon Sunday: Tour the Gamble 
House (1920’s craftsman construction); The 
Norton Simon Museum (Impressionist 
paintings & sculpture); Arlington Gardens. 
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Poly members who have signed up so far 
are:  Barbara Fletcher, Robin Stern, Jeff 
Booher, Diane Patterson, Bill G-A, and of 
course, Josi and Judy.  If any other Poly 
members would like to join us, please let us 
know soon.  If we have a bigger group we may 
be able to negotiate a better price at the 
hotel.  Also, if any of the aforementioned 
people have signed up and now find they are 
unable to attend, please let us know ASAP. 

Josi and Judy will get back to you with 
more detailed information in March regarding 

hotel prices/locations as well as a more detailed 
itinerary and schedules. 

This trip should be a lot of fun and result in 
a lot of interesting, winning images! Please feel 
free to contact Judy or Josi by phone or email if 
you have any questions or comments. 

 
Judy Olesen,  tripodready1@gmail.com   

858-212-2148 
Josi Ross,  sdnative@pacbell.net    

619-733-9615

 
 


